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Translation is like walking on a common ground, bridging two extremities, filling
an empty space between two sensibilities, two cultures, or two different ways of
experiencing the world. A translation is a negotiation, an interpretation and
ultimately a re-interpretation.
An excerpt from the Translator's Note, text of OUROBORUS
OUROBOROS is a multimedia exhibition that presents new explorations on
sculpture, installation and film by artists Ayesha Kamal Khan, Mariangela
Ciccarello and Joshua Araujo.
Each artist presents their own thought process, addressing notions that
spontaneously coincide, such as the simultaneous real and fictional states of
language, translation and representation.

Stand4

Founded in January 2017 as an artist-run initiative, Stand4’s pursuit is to be alive
and working towards a better world through the arts as an active medium of
engagement. Stand4 serves as a generator of meaning, action, agency,
collaboration, and social justice. It is shapeless, non-conforming, and responsive
to the times. Stand4 is meant to exist as a catalyst: a way to envision a more
socially and environmentally just future. Housed in a former medical office in the
heart of Bay Ridge, Stand4 brings the visual arts and programming to the center
of the community, opening up opportunities for social, political and cultural
connections and creating a discourse that bridges culture and tradition and
includes new voices towards a more sustainable future inspired by local
interests.
Location /

Stand4 Gallery and Community Art Center
414 78th Street, 1st Floor, Brooklyn, NY 11209

Website /
Facebook /
Instagram /

/ stand4gallery.org
/ @stand4bayridge
/ @stand4gallery

Hours /

Saturday, 12-3 PM & by appointment.
Contact Jeannine Bardo to schedule an appointment.
Proof of vaccination is required and masks must be worn when
visiting the gallery.
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Jeannine Bardo / jbardo.stand@gmail.com / (917) 842-7958
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